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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMment

CROSS SECTION OF mankind

The Washington Star yesterday commented :

A report from Fifth Army headquarters, making special mention of Japanese-Americans
fighting against the Nazis in Italy, serves to remind us that we are unique as a nation*
Japan cannot soy to its people that American battalions are in the Japanese army fighting
against America, Nor can Germany make a similar claim. No country in the world,
in fact, can say what we can say.

All races, all colon’s, make us up and when wars like the present one engulf us,
all races and all colours take up arms for America# When we strike hack at our enemies,
the .American kin cf those enemies do the striking, Americans of Italian extraction,
of Gorman extraction, even of Japanese extraction# We are of almost every extraction

conceivable black, white and yellow, and so we are tied together not by any mystical
philosophy of blood or common ethnic traits, but solely and simply by an idea - the

idea of democracy, of individual freedom, of liberty under low, of 0 justice before

which all of us stand equal.

Name off the nations of the world, and not one of them 'will be able to say, as the

United States eon say, "We are the synthesis of the world*s peoples*" None of them can

say, as we can, "in oUr factories, on our forms, in cur armed forces, are men and

women whose ancestral ties run back to some village in Asia, to some lark corner of

Africa, to the soil of every part of Europe, to islands as remote as the remotest sea*"

And it is only the idea of freedom that holds us together - the idea.plus the opportunity
to live and prosper within its political and economic framework.

Of the Japanese-Americans fighting in Italy, the Fifth Army says that "they
obviously believe in what they*re daing, and 3.00 k calmly secure because of it, and

the same can be said of "every other national extraction represented in our Army and Navy*

They believe in America, in the American way of life, and they have the patriotism which

that belief inspires, and that is why so many )f them ore fighting and. dying now against
the very lands that gave birth to their fathers and forefathers.

That America is thus c mposed of so many different elements living together
under one idea, that it has diversity and unity at the same time, gives it a

strength peculiar at itself, politically, militarily and otherwise* It is helping us

now among the’people of Italy and it will help us later when we open new battlegrounds.

In this sense, no other country possesses what we possess for n other country has

our kind of citizenry, a citizenry whose origins are as numerous as the nations

themselves*

As much for this re sen as any other, all peoples look to us with special interest
and respect. Taken together with our size, our wealth and our pr Huctiva power, this

uniqueness makes a great international makeweight not only in time of war but during
peace as well, so that in spite of ourselves, since we are such a crossection of mankind,
wre cannot even successfully live apart from the world*

PREGNANT MOMENT IN THIS WAR

The Washington Post today observes:-

It is a commonplace that nothing will promote the dissolution of the G-erman
will to fight more quickly than the demonstration of Allied solidarity. But this is
one of the platitudes that require reiteration. Victories in the field, of course,
are vital, but at this pregnant moment in the war the coaloascence of the
coalitation is decisive. This is obvious in any estimate of the military situation.
Everywhere the Germans are fighting on the defensive. In history they kept up

warmaking only when they had calculated coldy and realistically on the surety of

military victoiy.

Any such hope in this war has been dashed repeatedly. At the water’s edge
of the Volga, at the desert entry into Egypt, in the wild wastes of the Atlantic

Ocean, in the skies over Europe, and in Italy - their chancres have gone glimmering.

/Only one



(AMERICAN NEUSPAPER COMMENT)

Only one thing has sustained German arms. That is faith that the coalition

arrayed against them will fall as under, with that faith the Germans might endure many
more defeats on to the very soil of Germany, and still wage war like a wild beast

trapped in its innermost lair, without it the will-to-fight will wither and die.

It is in this context that the emergence out of the Three-Power parley at Moscow

of a closed front must be viewed. we have the President? s word for it. The Bill of

Particulars awaits release from Moscow. But the satisfaction in all the Allied

capitals is too profound to be ignored by Herr Goebbels. The last card of that

skilful propagandist has been played. He has inspired the hope which still underpins
the war machine of Hitler’s Germany. He has conjured it, moreover, out of history.
Armed coalitions all have borne within them the seeds of dissension which in the

generality of cases have resulted in decay and disintegration.
Coalitions grew and collapsed against the might of Napoleon. Goebbels, finally,

has sedulously sown new seeds of distrust to activate any potential dissension in the

Anti-Hitler coalition. But the edifice has withstood all tests. It has now attained
the stature of a grand coalition which in the era of Napoleon required a whole 20 years
to build up.

This is not to say that all differences of opinion have been settled at Moscow.
It was never intended to cone to agreement on the details of an Allied programme for

military and political collaborcation. Secretary Hull went to Moscow to find the

principle of a common ground of comprehensive agreement. It cannot be doubted that

he has found it. The way is thus prepared for a meeting of the big three which will

find the formulas for binding together the United States, Britain and the Soviet Union.

In the meantime the spectacle of unity at Moscow is worth a score of military victories*
It will spur the warriors in the field to greater feats of valour and hearten men of

good will everywhere to pursue the struggle for! the "more perfect peace" which -alone

can justify wan.

CLOSER CONTACT BETWEEN THE ALLIES

The New York Times states:

President Roosevelt’s assurance that he believes the Moscow conference to be a

great success gives official corroboration to optimistic hints that have come from many
private sources. Presumably within the next few days a summary of the work of the

conference will be published. It would doubtless be too much to expect that complete
agreement on all questions of policy and procedure has been reached among the Three-

Powers represented at this meeting. But on the basis of the President’s assurance

we are entitled to hope both that some of the more immediately troublesome problems
have been disposed of end that ways have been found to assure closer and more constant

contact between these principal Allies than has existed heretofore.

While the President was speaking to his press conference yesterday another contribu-

tion to the subject of American relations with Russia cane fron the other ind of

Pennsylvania Avenue. It is Scne.tor Wheeler’s opinion that the adoption at this tine

of the Connally resolution, pledging the United States to join with other nations after

the "in the establishment and maintenance of international authority with power to

prevent aggression and to preserve the peace of the world", would be interpreted by
Russia as American backing for-her "demands for a. large slice of Poland, the Bosporus,
the Balkans and the Baltic States".

It would he difficult to i agine a sensible proposition turne. upside down more

neatly. Surely the fact of the natter is that what Russia. 'wants nost is what we all

w/ant nest security, hiid cleanly Russia feels that here the choice lies between

felying on guarantees of assistance fron strong Allies, on one side, and seeking
"strategic frontiers", on the other. In these circumstances it follows that in so far

us the Connelly resolution helps to give Russia greater confidence in American aid in

the cane of future aggression by Germany or Japan it diminishes the pressure on Russia

to seek new acquisition of territory for purposes of defensive strategy. This is the

plain logic of the situation
....

U.S.O.W.I.
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